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Crochet yourself cool with fashionable sleeveless tops that will fit your style! Crocheted fashion isn't

just for cold weather with the 21 refreshing designs in this book, perfect on their own or as layers.A

wide range of styles, from spaghetti straps to V-necks, fitted bottoms to fun flares, close stitching to

open patterning suitable for layeringDesigns worked in warm-weather fibers (cotton, linen) that

crochet up so lightweight you'll swear they were knittedVersatile designs that work equally well with

skinny or relaxed-fit jeans, trousers, shorts, or skirts, whether you're dressing up or going out to play
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We've been seeing lots more crocheted garments on the fashion runways, and with Sandi Rosner's

new book, you can whip up some summertime sweaters for yourself. All 21 tops are sleeveless, in

keeping with the summer time theme, and include tunic-lenth tanks as well as hip-length tanks. Lots

of variety, from cross-over front to delicate scalloped edges, stripes (one with a great granny square

detail at the shoulders), collars, button-front, ruffles, even a tank with fringe. The lines are elegant

and classic and the variety of yarns used, both variegated and solid, show how versatile this

garment is. Nice photography and clear instructions in the back (including close up photos). With 21

designs from a highly-regarded designer, you can't go wrong with this book, which will keep you

happily hooking all summer.Please note that I received a review copy of this book so that I could

write an honest review.

This book has some nice tank tops, but it does not include stitch diagrams. I like about 1/3 of the



tank tops in the book. My main reason for giving it a 3 stars is it's lack of stitch diagrams. Had I

known that this book did not include them, I would not have purchased it.

Sandi Rosner brings her designer's eye to a great collection of lightweight summer designs in

warm-weather fibers. I appreciate that several of the patterns are written in larger sizes, as well as

the smaller ones (we larger girls need cute clothes too). The clearly-illustrated step-by-step stitch

instructions are also very helpful to those who haven't crocheted since our long-ago youth. This

book could actually get me to pick up a hook and try my hand at crochet again after many years of

just knitting.

Received a copy as a gift:Perfect for Summer, the tops are classic and great wardrobe pieces,

created with fibers perfect for summer, and simple enough for knitters of every level of experience!I

posted a video book review on my blog:

http://knittwhisperer.blogspot.com/2016/06/video-book-review-of-21-crocheted-tanks.html
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